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Preparing Schools for the Future
Get Set Learn is empowering the learning ecosystem for schools and 
students. Our aim is to create a dialogue, contextualize, innovate and 

catalyze problem-solving, creative and experiential learning, and
computational thinking for young learners.
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STEM++:  AI + Robotics + Coding Courses
Discover our cutting-edge AI, Robotics, and Coding courses for 1-12 grades 
designed under the current NEP and school curriculum requirements to deliver 
21st-century skills in your school. Learn more from our experts.

Monthly Entrepreneurship Masterclasses
Start with a captivating entrepreneurship master class series for grades 6-12 
with top startup founders and entrepreneurs and enroll in a competition 
designed to help students build innovative ideas to solve real-world problems.

Celebrity Workshops on Social & Emotional Learning
Designed for K-12, these workshops are built on a globally accepted 
framework of life and social skills where top Indian and International 
celebrities help students develop social and emotional skills at an
early age.

English Language Platform Powered by AI
Deployed across 3,500+ schools globally, this English learning platform offers
personalized tutoring and learning aids to students and teachers across K-6 grades. 
Ask for a 4-week free demo pilot training for teachers in your school on registration.

Adaptive Math Practice Platform Powered by AI
Deployed across 500+ schools globally, this Math platform offers curriculum-aligned 
adaptive practice to complement teaching for grades 6-12. Learn more about
personalized achievement tests, offline worksheets, and teacher-aid for assignments 
and grading from our team of experts.

One-Stop Student Subscription Learning
Resources Platform
A learning resource digital library, this platform enables personalized learning for 
students and teachers thereby providing 1000+ learning resources in multiple formats, 
such as e-textbooks, class notes, video lectures, audiobooks, and AR/VR content.




